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Abstract
AIM
To determine the role of corticotropin releasing factor 
receptor (CRF2) in epithelial permeability and enterocyte 
cell differentiation. 

METHODS
For this purpose, we used rat Sprague Dawley and 
various colon carcinoma cell lines (SW620, HCT8R, 
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HT-29 and Caco-2 cell lines). Expression of CRF2 
protein was analyzed by fluorescent immunolabeling 
in normal rat colon and then by western blot in 
dissociated colonic epithelial cells and in the lysates 
of colon carcinoma cell lines or during the early 
differentiation of HT-29 cells (ten first days). To 
assess the impact of CRF2 signaling on colonic cell 
differentiation, HT-29 and Caco-2 cells were exposed to 
Urocortin 3 recombinant proteins (Ucn3, 100 nmol/L). 
In some experiments, cells were pre-exposed to the 
astressin 2b (A2b) a CRF2 antagonist in order to inhibit 
the action of Ucn3. Intestinal cell differentiation was 
first analyzed by functional assays: the trans-cellular 
permeability and the para-cellular permeability were 
determined by Dextran-FITC intake and measure of 
the transepithelial electrical resistance respectively. 
Morphological modifications associated to epithelial 
dysfunction were analyzed by confocal microscopy 
after fluorescent labeling of actin (phaloidin-TRITC) 
and intercellular adhesion proteins such as E-cadherin, 
p120ctn, occludin and ZO-1. The establishment of 
mature adherens junctions (AJ) was monitored by 
following the distribution of AJ proteins in lipid raft 
fractions, after separation of cell lysates on sucrose 
gradients. Finally, the mRNA and the protein expression 
levels of characteristic markers of intestinal epithelial 
cell (IEC) differentiation such as the transcriptional 
factor krüppel-like factor 4 (KLF4) or the dipeptidyl 
peptidase IV (DPPIV) were performed by RT-PCR and 
western blot respectively. The specific activities of 
DPPIV and alkaline phosphatase (AP) enzymes were 
determined by a colorimetric method. 

RESULTS
CRF2 protein is preferentially expressed in undi-
fferentiated epithelial cells from the crypts of colon and 
in human colon carcinoma cell lines. Furthermore, CRF2 
expression is down regulated according to the kinetic 
of HT-29 cell differentiation. By performing functional 
assays, we found that Ucn3-induced CRF2 signaling 
alters both para- and trans-cellular permeability of 
differentiated HT-29 and Caco-2 cells. These effects 
are partly mediated by Ucn3-induced morphological 
changes associated with the disruption of mature AJ 
in HT-29 cells and tight junctions (TJ) in Caco-2 cells. 
Ucn3-mediated activation of CRF2 decreases mRNA 
and protein expression levels of KLF4 a transcription 
factor involved in IEC differentiation. This signaling is 
correlated to a down-regulation of key IEC markers 
such as DPPIV and AP, at both transcriptional and post-
transcriptional levels. 

CONCLUSION
Our findings suggest that CRF2 signaling could modu-
late IEC differentiation. These mechanisms could be 
relevant to the stress induced epithelial alterations 
found in inflammatory bowel diseases.

Key words: Urocortin3; Colon carcinoma cell lines; 
Intercellular adhesion complexes; Cell permeability; 

Epithelial cell differentiation; Corticotrophin releasing 
factor 2

© The Author(s) 2017. Published by Baishideng Publishing 
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core tip: Stress is recognized to participate in the 
development and/or aggravation of gastrointestinal 
(GI) disorders mainly by altering intestinal epithelial 
functions. This occurs partly through the deregulation 
of neuromediator secretion, but their activity on 
enterocyte differentiation remains not totally under-
stood. We found that expression of corticotropin 
releasing factor receptor 2 (CRF2), a stress ligand 
receptor is inversely correlated to the differentiation 
status of colon cell lines. We thus investigated the effect 
of CRF2 signaling on intestinal epithelial differentiation 
using Ucn3 agonist treatments applied to different 
cancer cell lines that mimic this process. We identified 
that CRF2 activation affect both the early steps of 
differentiation and an established differentiated 
state, by down-regulating transcription factors such 
as krüppel-like factor 4. This effect is correlated with 
alterations of epithelial permeability and cellular 
adhesion junctions. Our results argue that CFR2-
induced alterations of enterocyte differentiation may 
contribute to stress-mediated barrier dysfunction and 
the development of GI disorders.

Ducarouge B, Pelissier-Rota M, Powell R, Buisson A, Bonaz B, 
Jacquier-Sarlin M. Involvement of CRF2 signaling in enterocyte 
differentiation. World J Gastroenterol 2017; 23(28): 5127-5145  
Available from: URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/full/
v23/i28/5127.htm  DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.3748/wjg.v23.
i28.5127

INTRODUCTION
The gut is composed of various cell populations 
distributed in different layers. These cells contribute to 
the intestinal epithelial homeostasis and function by 
controlling epithelial permeability, intestinal secretory, 
motor and immune functions. The intestinal epithelium 
consists of a monolayer of cells, which borders the 
lumen of the digestive tract and acts as a barrier 
against antigenic stimuli of food, bacterial, viral and 
parasitic origin. This organ is therefore the target of 
permanent aggressions whose accumulations can 
lead to a chronic inflammatory response favoring the 
deregulation of the morphology and functions of the 
intestine as it was observed in pathological disorders 
such as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)[1]. In the 
long run, IBD can induce further complications and 
increase the risk of developing other pathologies 
such as colorectal cancer (CRC)[2]. Enterocytes, which 
represent 80% of the cells forming this monolayer, are 
specialized cells characterized by structural features 
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including polarized morphology and a complex set of 
cell-cell and cell-extracellular matrix (ECM) junctions. 
Three types of junctional complexes mainly ensure 
cell-cell adhesion: (1) tight junctions (TJ) composed of 
transmembrane proteins (such as claudin, occludin), 
which are linked to actin cytoskeleton (CSK) via scaffold 
proteins like zona occludens (ZO); (2) adherens 
junctions (AJ) which comprise E-cadherin connected to 
actin CSK via catenin and regulated by p120 catenins 
(ctn); and (3) desmosomes[3,4] and p120ctn regulate 
AJ by controlling cadherin clustering, endocytosis and 
stability as well as actin CSK anchorage[5].

In epithelial cells, assembly of adhesion complexes 
occurs at the plasma membrane, where individual 
proteins and lipids are known to be restricted to apical 
and basolateral domains. Others and we have shown 
that lipid rafts (LR) are specialized subdomains, highly 
enriched in cholesterol and sphingolipids, which play a 
role in the spatial organization and function of AJ and 
TJ[6,7]. As well as having a structural role, adhesion 
complexes are also preferential sites for signal trans-
duction which control multiple aspects of the cell’s 
behavior, mainly proliferation and differentiation[8-10]. 
Thus alterations of these signaling platforms may alter 
the differentiation process during intestinal epithelial 
renewal as well as during tumor development (review 
by[11]). This has been particularly highlighted in the 
intestinal epithelium by manipulating E-cadherin 
function[12]. The expression of E-cadherin protein is 
decreased in invasive CRC, a process that correlates 
with the acquisition of a mesenchymal phenotype[13]. 
Although each adhesion complex has its own particular 
mechanism of formation, regulation and function, 
theyall interact with one another through an extensive 
communication and mutually influence each other’s 
dynamics and signaling properties. 

In the last decade, stress (from psychological 
or environmental origins) has been recognized to 
participate in the development and/or aggravation 
of gastrointestinal (GI) disorders such as IBD or 
CRC[14,15-19]. The effects of stress are mediated through 
the secretion of specific stress neuromediators, such 
as corticotropin releasing factor (CRF) or its analogs 
Urocortin 2 and 3 (Ucn2/3)[19]. These peptides act 
through the activation of corticotropin releasing factor 
receptors 1 and 2 (CRF1/CRF2), two class II G protein 
coupled receptors (GPCR) with different affinities[17]. 
Ucn3 binds exclusively to CRF2[20]. The expression of 
CRF receptors and ligands in the GI tract has been 
investigated in rodents and humans (for review[21]). 
In the colon, all the cells that compose the different 
layers of the intestinal mucosa mostly express these 
molecules indicating that the intestine is a target for 
stress signaling. CRF receptors are primarily coupled 
to Gαs and trigger cAMP formation via adenylyl cyclase 
activation[18]. This signaling pathway could participate in 
the dissociation of intercellular adhesion complexes in 
intestinal epithelial cells (IEC)[22]. CRF receptors are also 

able to activate the Src kinase by promoting its auto-
phosphorylation on Y418[23]. Activation of src kinase could 
contribute to the opening of the intestinal barrier by 
modulating the phosphorylation status of intercellular 
junction proteins[24]. We previously demonstrated that 
CRF2 activation signals through the Src/ERK pathway 
to modulate cell-cell junctions in CRC cell lines[25]. 

The digestive epithelium is a very dynamic tissue 
that is constantly renewed. Indeed, it is fully re-
generated within 3-5 d under normal homeostasis 
and this process is even faster after injury. This 
renewal is carried out by the stem cells located at 
the bottom of the crypts[26]. They first divide and 
give rise to progenitors (transiently amplified cells), 
which occupy most of the crypt, and then undergo 
a final division before starting a maturation and 
terminal differentiation program into either absorptive 
enterocytes or the secretory lineages (goblet, entero-
endocrine and paneth cells). Differentiation takes place 
as the cells migrate in cohort along the crypt-villus axis 
before dying by anoïkosis and finally exfoliated at the 
tip of the villi in the small intestine. The mechanisms 
that regulate cell proliferation in the crypt, migration 
and differentiation of progenitor cells are partially 
understood. It is recognized that these mechanisms 
are based on fine spatio-temporal regulation of many 
genes along the crypt-villus axis. This regulation 
involves transcription factors (Cdx2, Hox, HNF, GATA4, 
KLF4...) expressed under the control of growth factors, 
hormones, cytokines but also by cell-cell or cell-ECM 
interactions[27,28]. Similarly, reciprocal interactions 
between the epithelium and the mesenchyme are 
necessary for the morphogenetic and differentiation 
processes that occur during organogenesis and 
migration along the crypt-villus axis[29-31]. Furthermore, 
IEC cell renewal and differentiation may also respond to 
environmental conditions including luminal nutriments, 
GI hormones and more recently psychological stress 
such as maternal deprivation (MD)[32-34]. Indeed, the 
CRF receptor signaling induced by MD markedly altered 
the quantitative distribution of secretary cells (paneth 
and goblet cells) of the intestinal epithelium, which 
may contribute to the development of epithelial barrier 
defects.

To date, the role of stress and its mediators on 
enterocyte differentiation has not been investigated. 
In the present study, our aim was first to characterize 
the expression pattern of CRF2 in normal rat colon 
epithelial cells and in human colon carcinoma cell 
lines. This distribution led us to determine the role 
of CRF2 signaling in the modulation of epithelial cell 
permeability and enterocyte-like differentiation. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and animals
All cell lines used in this study are human colon cancer 
cells. SW620, HCT8, HT-29 and Caco-2 cells obtained 
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stained for 1 h at 37 ℃ with primary antibody diluted 
in blocking solution and then incubated with secondary 
antibody coupled to Alexa 488 (1:500) for 45 min 
at 37 ℃. Cells were washed three times in washing 
buffer after each incubation with antibodies. Before 
the last wash, nuclei were labelled during 5 min with 
TO-PRO3 (Invitrogen). Coverslips were permanently 
mounted with Mowiol (Calbiochem, France). Fluore-
scence photomicrographs were taken using a confocal 
laser-scanning microscope (Leica TCS SPE). Primary 
antibodies were used at the following dilutions: 
anti-CRF2 (1/200; Abcam 12964, Paris, France), 
anti- human E-cadherin (1:500; HECD1, Takara 
Biochemicals, Paris, France), anti-p120ctn (1:200, 
Beckton Dickinson, France), and phalloidin-TRITC (25 
ng/mL) (Sigma-Aldrich, L’Isle d’Abeau, France).

Protein extraction and Western blot analysis
For total protein extraction, cells were lysed with RIPA 
buffer (1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 
0.1% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), 2 mmol/L 
CaCl2 and MgCl2) supplemented with a mixture of 
protease inhibitors (1:100, Roche, Meylan, France). 
Protein concentrations in lysates were determined 
using the copper reduction/bicinchoninic acid (BCA) 
assay (Pierce Chemical Co) according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. Proteins (75 µg in Laemli 
buffer containing 2-mercaptoethanol) were resolved 
on 10% acrylamide gels, transferred onto activated 
PVDF membranes (Ge HealthCare, Dutscher, France). 
Membranes were first blocked in 5% fat-free dry 
milk, 0.1% Tween 20 in PBS for 2h at RT. After 
overnight incubation at 4 ℃ with primary antibodies 
diluted in the blocking solution, blots were washed 
3 times in PBS, 0.1% Tween 20, and then incubated 
with appropriate horseradish peroxidase-conjugated 
secondary antibodies (dilution of 1:30000, Jackson 
Immunoresearch, Immunotech, Marseille, France) for 
1 h at RT before extensive washes. Immunoblottings 
were visualized by chemiluminescence (Amersham 
ECL reagents) and revealed on hyperfilm ECL (Ge 
Healthcare) and quantified with Image J software from 
NIH. Primary antibodies were used at the following 
dilutions: anti-CRF2 (1:1000), anti-villin (1:2000, gift 
of Dr. Robin from Institute Curie, Paris, France), anti-
human E-cadherin (1:1000), anti-p120ctn (1:1000), 
anti-actin (1:100, Sigma-Aldrich), anti-DPPIV (1/1000, 
BML SA-451 Enzo Life Science) and anti-KLF4 (1/500, 
GENETEX).

Immunoblots shown are representative of at least 
three independent experiments. All graphs represent 
the mean value ± SEM of protein expression levels 
measured by densitometric analysis with “Image J” 
software (NIH). For quantification, the expression 
level of each protein was normalized to actin for 
each sample. In order to display a fold increase over 
control, the relative expression of proteins in control 
conditions was indexed to 1 for each of three repeated 

from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, 
Manassas, VA, United States) were cultured at 37 ℃ in 
a 5% CO2 atmosphere in DMEM media containing 25 
mmol/L glucose (Invitrogen, Cergy Pontoise, France) 
and supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum 
(Invitrogen), 5% penicillin and streptomycin. The cells 
were harvested in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 
supplemented with 1 mmol/L EDTA and 0.05% trypsin.

Cell differentiation: HT-29 cell differentiation 
was initiated by replacing standard medium of 90% 
confluent adherent cells by glucose-free DMEM 
(InVitroGen) supplemented with 10% dialyzed fetal calf 
serum, 5 mmol/L galactose, 15 mmol/L HEPES pH 7, 
selenous acid (10-2 g/mL), penicillin, and streptomycin. 
This medium (Gal medium or differentiation medium) 
was changed every day. Caco-2 cells differentiate 
spontaneously when they reach confluence. The first 
day of confluence was determined by phase contrast 
microscopy and designated “day 0”. The medium was 
changed every day. 

Male Sprague Dawley rats, 250-300 g, were pur-
chased from Charles River France. The animal protocol 
was designed to minimize pain or discomfort to the 
animals. The animals were acclimated to laboratory 
conditions (23 ℃, 12 h/12 h light/dark, 50% humidity, 
ad libitum access to food and water) for on week prior 
to experimentation. They were sacrificed in agreement 
with local ethic committee policies, by 40 mg/kg IP 
injection of pentobarbital sodium and submitted to 200 
mL intra-cardiac perfusion of NaCl 0.9%. Epithelial cells 
were isolated from proximal colon section as previously 
described by[35]. Briefly, the tissue section was tied up 
at one end, reverted and filled to distension with PBS 
prior to closing the remaining open end. The section 
is then incubated with shaking at 37 ℃ for 45 min in 
2 mL of dissociating buffer (PBS containing 1 mmol/L 
EDTA, 1 mmol/L dithiothreitol, pH 7.3) containing 
protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Meylan, France). 
Dissociated epithelial cells were collected after a 
sedimentation step of 60 min and then harvested by 
centrifugation at 1500 rpm at 4 ℃ for 5 min, snap 
frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80 ℃.

Immunofluorescence microscopy
Rat proximal colons were collected, fixed overnight in 
PFA 4%, sucrose 3% and cryoprotected 12 h in sucrose 
30% until freezing in isopentane. Samples of 3 different 
rats were embedded in Tissue-Teck OCT compound, 
cryosectioned at 30 µm thickness and placed on 
Superfrost plus slides for immunofluorescence (same 
protocol as for cells - see below). 

Cells grown on glass coverslips were fixed with 3% 
(wt:vol) paraformaldehyde, 2% sucrose for 10 min 
at 37 ℃, and further permeabilized with 0.5% Triton 
X-100 in PBS for 15 min at room temperature (RT). 
Cells were washed twice in PBS containing 0.05% 
Tween 20, and blocked with 3% bovin serum albumin 
diluted in washing buffer for 1 h at RT. Then cells were 
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experiments.

Functional permeability assays
Paracellular permeability (FITC-dextran intake): 
The paracellular permeability of early differentiated 
HT-29 or differentiated Caco-2 cell monolayers was 
assessed by determining FITC-dextran cell intake. 
Cells were seeded in 24-MultiWell dishes and allowed 
to differentiate 10 d in Gal medium. At day 10, 2 
mL of medium containing FITC-dextran of 4 kDa 
(2 mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich) and 10 mmol/L HEPES 
were put on the cultures. Subsequently, wells were 
treated with or without 100 nmol/L Ucn3 (Sigma-
Aldrich) and cells were replaced in a 37 ℃, 5% CO2 

incubator. At scheduled times (10, 20, 30 and 40 
min), FITC-dextran containing medium was removed 
and cells were washed twice in cold PBS before lysis 
in RIPA buffer. Measurements of fluorescence were 
performed using the microplate reader PHERAstar 
Plus (BMG LABTECH). Excitation wavelength: 485 nm 
and emission wavelength: 520 nm. The background is 
obtained by measurement of MH medium fluorescent. 
These experiments were realized at least three times. 

Measurement of transepithelial electrical resistance 
(TEER): Cells were seeded in the top compartment 
of a 24-multiwell insert plate (Corning PET) with 0.4 
µm pore size and cultured until they reached their 
differentiation state. In some experiments cells were 
pretreated overnight with 1 mmol/L Astressin 2b (A2b, 
Sigma-Alrich) before exposure or not to 100 nmol/L 
Ucn3. TEER was measured as described previously[36] 
using a Millicell Electrical Resistance System (Millipore, 
Bedford, MA, United States). TEER was calculated as 
ohm times centimeter squared (Ω. cm2) by multiplying 
it by the surface area of the monolayer. The TEER of 
the polyester membrane in Transwells (approximately 
30 Ω. cm2) was subtracted from all readings.

Isolation of LR
Briefly, post-nuclear supernatant from HT-29 cells was 
solubilized in 1.5 mL of buffer A (25 mmol/L HEPES 
pH 7.4, 150 mmol/L NaCl, 5 mmol/L EGTA, protease 
inhibitors mixture) containing 1% Triton × 100 for 1 
h at 4 ℃. Lysates were ultracentrifuged after mixing 
with an equal volume of 80% sucrose in buffer A and 
laid down at the bottom of a ultracentrifuge tube, 
which was then overlaid with 6 mL of 38% sucrose 
followed by 3 mL of 5% sucrose, all diluted in buffer A. 
After centrifugation at 38000 rpm for 16 h in a SW41 
rotor (Beckman Coulter) at 4 ℃, 1 mL fractions were 
harvested from the top. 

RT-PCR and PCR
Total RNA extractions were performed using the 
Nucleospin RNA kit (Macherey-Nagel, France) according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Two micrograms of 
total RNA was denaturized and subsequently processed 
for reverse transcription using the M-MLV (Euromedex, 

France) according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
and then run on a thermocycler (Eppendorf). Primer 
sequences and probes are: KLF4 (Tm 56 ℃, 35 cycles), 
forward: TGCTGATTGTCTATTTTTGCGTTTA, reverse: 
GAGAAGAAACGAAGCCAAAACC; DPPIV(Tm 60 ℃, 
35 cycles), forward: CCCGCGGCCTTTATAC, reverse: 
GTGGTAAGACGGAGCCTGAC; AP (Tm 67 ℃, 35 
cycles), forward: GCAACCCTGCAACCCACCCAAGGAG, 
reverse: CCAGCATCCAGATGTCCCGGGAG; GAPDH (Tm 
60 ℃, 25 cycles), forward: TCCTCCTGCGACAGTCA and 
reverse: CACCACCTTCTTGATGTCATC. PCR conditions 
were: 5 min at 92 ℃ followed by numbers of cycles 
depending on the primers (40 s at 92 ℃, 40 s at Tm 
and 1 min at 72 ℃) and 10 min at 72 ℃. PCR were 
analyzed on 1% (w/v) agarose gel. Quantification was 
performed using Image J (NIH software). GAPDH was 
used as housekeeping gene.

Enzymatic activity assays
Cells were suspended in lysis buffer (5 mmol/L Na2SO4, 
1 mmol/L Tris/HCl, pH 7.6, supplemented with protease 
inhibitor cocktail) and sonicated for 30 s at 4 ℃ (400 
J/W s). Then the homogenate was centrifuged for 10 
min at 1060 g. The supernatant was collected for the 
enzymatic assays performed in microplate. 

Alkaline phosphatase (AP) activity was measured 
with 1, 5 or 10 µL of lysates containing approximately 
2.5 µg/µL of proteins adjusted to 100 µL with reaction 
buffer (50 mmol/L glycine pH 10.5, 0.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 
5 mmol/L CaCl2 and 2 mmol/L ZnCl2). Then 100 µL 
of substrate was added to each well (10 mmol/L 
p-nitrophenylphosphate disodium salt (Sigma-Aldrich) 
in reaction buffer). The plate was incubated for 2 h at 
37 ℃ and stopped by the addition of 50 µL of 1 mol/L 
NaOH. The production of p-nitrophenol was estimated 
by measuring the optical density at 420 nm using the 
microplate reader PHERAstar Plus (BMG LABTECH). 

Dipeptidyl peptidase activity was determined 
by the digestion of 50 µL of 3 mmol/L GlyPro-p-
nitroanilide (Sigma-Aldrich) prepared in previously 
described reaction buffer by 50 µL of cell lysates for 
30 min at 37 ℃. The reaction was stopped with 50 µL 
of 0.1 mol/L sodium acetate and reaction products 
were measured at 420 nm. Results are expressed as 
enzyme activity in international units per milligram of 
protein previously estimated by BCA assays (Pierce). 
All experiments were performed in triplicates.

Statistical analysis
The statistical methods of this study were reviewed 
by Jacques Brocard from the Grenoble Institute 
of Neurosciences (INSERMU1216). Statistics were 
performed using the Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad 
Software, CA, United States). Throughout the study, 
parametric 1way ANOVA tests followed by Bon-
ferroni’s multiple comparison tests for selected data 
have been performed as described. Note that for each 
kind of experiment (Functional permeability assays; 
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densitometric analyses and enzymatic activity assays), 
normality of distribution of all the measures was 
verified with a D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus normality 
test (not shown).

RESULTS
CRF2 expression and localization in colonic epithelial 
cells
CRF2 expression and localization in IEC is quite 
controversial (for review[21]). Confocal microscopy 
analyses performed on colonic section of Sprague-
Dawley rats indicated that CRF2 is expressed at the 
basal membrane of epithelial cells present in the 
crypts (Figure 1A). CRF2 protein expression was 
further confirmed by immunoblotting on dissociated 
IEC (Figure 1B). CRF2 protein expression was also 
observed in various epithelial derived carcinoma 
cell lines (Figure 1C). However, our data indicated 
that CRF2 expression seems to depend on the 
differentiation status of the cell lines: CRF2 expression 
is higher in less differentiated cell lines such as 
SW620 or HCT8 compared to more differentiated 
cell lines such as HT-29 or Caco-2. Furthermore, 
the CRF2 expression is also inversely correlated to 
E-cadherin expression in these cell lines. These data 
have been confirmed by a correlation taking all values 
independently (r2 = 0.8748, P < 0.0001). HT-29 and 
Caco-2 were able to differentiate under specific culture 
conditions. HT-29 cell differentiation is achieved by 
switching glucose with galactose in culture medium (Gal 
medium)[37]. During the first ten days of culture in Gal 
medium, which correspond to the initial step of HT-29 
cell differentiation, cells undergo structural changes 
(polarity and development of mature AJ) and start to 
express some epithelial differentiation markers such 
as digestive enzymes [AP, dipeptidyl peptidase IV (DPP 
IV)…][38]. Acquisition of the epithelial phenotype takes 
several days, and the highest degree of differentiation 
has been found to be optimum after 50 d of culture 
in Gal medium. To further confirm the correlation 
between CRF2 expression and cell differentiation 
status, we investigated the level of CRF2 expression 
during the first ten days of HT-29 cell differentiation 
(Figure 1D). Changes in the expression of the villin 
protein (a calcium-regulated actin binding protein of 
the brush border of IEC) were used as control of HT-29 
cell differentiation. Western blot analysis indicated that 
villin protein expression increased according to the 
kinetic of culture in the differentiating medium, while 
CRF2 protein expression decreased accordingly.

Taken together, our data suggest that CRF2 
expression is associated to a poor differentiated status 
of IEC. 

CRF2 signaling alters the trans- and para-cellular 
permeabilities
The presence of CRF2 at the basal membrane of 
colonic IEC and its expression regulation during 

differentiation of colonic cancer cell lines suggest that 
CRF2 agonist such as Ucn3 could act directly on IEC to 
regulate their differentiation status and their function. 
One important function of IEC such as enterocytes is to 
perform an effective barrier to harmful macromolecules 
and microorganisms while maintaining a selective 
permeability for nutriments. To face this challenge, IEC 
have developed two mechanisms: the management 
of ion selectivity, nutriments and solutes occurs via 
the para-cellular route crossing between the epithelial 
cells, while large molecules such as antigens and 
immunoglobulins pass through epithelial cells via the 
trans-cellular route[39]. We first analyzed the effect 
of CRF2 signaling on the trans-cellular permeability 
by measuring dextran-FITC (4 kDa) intake of early-
differentiated HT-29 cells treated or not with 100 nmol/
L Ucn3 during 5 h (Figure 2A). In control conditions 
the diffusion of dextran-FITC was stable during the 
time course of the experiment. In contrast, treatment 
with Ucn3 induced a two-fold increase in the release 
of dextran-FITC intake indicating that CRF2 signaling 
could increase the trans-cellular permeability (Two-
way ANOVA, P < 0.01). Phase contrast microscopy 
indicated the presence of refractile structures (diameter 
comprised between 3 and 20 µm) in the cell monolayer 
following Ucn3 treatment (Figure 2B). These structures 
could be involved in the trans-cellular transport. To 
further investigate this hypothesis we labeled fibrillar 
actin with phalloidin-TRITC as a marker of intracellular 
trafficking vesicles (vacuoles). As shown in Figure 
2C, treatment of early-differentiated HT-29 cells with 
Ucn3 (100 nmol/L, 2 h) favored the organization of 
intracellular spheres (their membranes were evidenced 
with phalloidin-TRITC) that co-localized with Differential 
Interference Contrast (DIC) signal.

We next investigated the impact of CRF2 signaling 
on para-cellular transport by measuring the TEER 
of ten days confluent HT-29 monolayers (Figure 
3A). While HT-29 cells did not form mature TJ until 
a complete differentiation process (e.g., at day 50 
in Gal medium), we observed an increase of 70% 
in the TEER between undifferentiated and early-
differentiated HT-29 cells suggesting that intercellular 
adhesion complexes involved in the permeability are 
functional (data not shown). At this stage, mature AJ 
complexes participate both in cell permeability and 
in the acquisition of TJ complexes since they are the 
first adhesion complexes to be formed[40]. In ten days 
confluent HT-29 monolayers, treatment by Ucn3 (100 
nmol/L) induced a transient and statistically significant 
TEER decrease after 60 min that reverted within 300 
min. This effect was strongly inhibited by Astressin 
2b (A2b), a selective inhibitor of CRF2. As CRF2 signa-
ling can modulate cell adhesion in adenocarcinoma 
cell lines[25], and since intercellular junctions are 
responsible of permeability, we investigated the 
effect of Ucn3 on the localization of E-cadherin and 
p120ctn, two major proteins of AJ complexes. Confocal 
microscopy analysis showed that E-cadherin staining 
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appears as a honeycomb-like pattern at the membrane 
cortex (Figure 3B, left panel). Membrane E-cadherin 
staining is thickened and altered after 1 h and 2 h of 
treatment with Ucn3, while after 5 h the E-cadherin 
labeling seems to be restored. Similar results were 
observed with p120ctn staining, which is in part at the 
cell-cell contacts and some in the cytoplasm (Figure 
3B, right panel). By stabilizing E-cadherin at the cell 
membrane, p120ctn participates in the regulation of 
E-cadherin function[41,42]. We have previously described 
that mature AJ required the recruitment of proteins 
in specific membrane domains called LR[6]. We thus 
examined the distribution of E-cadherin and p120ctn 
in LR identified by flotillin marker, after protein 
separation on sucrose gradient (Figure 3C). LR were 
purified from undifferentiated HT-29 cells or HT-29 
cells differentiated ten days in Gal medium and then 
treated for 0, 2 h or 5 h with 100 nmol/L Ucn3. In 

all conditions tested, flotillin was found exclusively in 
fractions 3 and 4 (F3-4), which confirmed the presence 
of LR in those fractions. A small amount of flotillin was 
found in fractions 11-12 of undifferentiated HT-29 cells. 
In these cells, E-cadherin and p120ctn proteins are not 
expressed in LR, but distributed in fractions 5 to 12 
with a stronger expression in fractions 9 to 12 (Figure 
3C, upper panel). In ten days differentiated HT-29 
cells, we found E-cadherin and p120ctn expressed in 
LR fractions at a level similar to fractions 5 to 8. The 
expression of these proteins was greater in fractions 
9 to 12. After 2 h of treatment of differentiated HT-29 
cells with Ucn3, we observed a decrease of E-cadherin 
and a loss of p120ctn expression in LR and fractions 
5-6, while no changes were observed in fractions 9 to 
12. Treatment for 5 h with Ucn3 induced a recruitment 
of E-cadherin and p120ctn proteins in LR compared to 
differentiated cells (fold increase of protein expression 

Figure 1  Corticotropin releasing factor receptor 2 expression in colonic epithelial cells. A: Confocal microscopy analysis of CRF2 protein expression (green) in 
Sprague-Dawley rat proximal colon. Actin and nuclei are labeled by phaloïdin-TRITC (red) and Topro-3 (blue). Longitudinal profile (left panel) and transversal profile 
(right panel) showing the crypts. Scale bar, 5 µm. Middle curves represent the means of fluorescence were measured according the basal-apical axis of epithelial 
cells. Acquisitions were performed on a Leica TCS SPE confocal microscope (objective × 100); B: Upper panel: Phase contrast analysis of dissociated epithelial 
cells from proximal colon of Sprague-Dawley rats. Scale bar, 5 µm. Lower panel: western blot detection of CRF2 expression in lysates of dissociated epithelial cells 
from three different animals; C: Detection of E-cadherin and CRF2 protein expression by western blot in various human colon carcinoma cell lines. Actin served as a 
loading control; D: Left panel: Detection of CRF2 and villin protein expression by western blot according to the kinetic of HT-29 cell differentiation. Actin served as a 
loading control. Right panel: Quantification of CRF2 and villin protein levels from western blot analysis. Data were expressed as fold increase of CRF2 or villin/actin 
protein levels of differentiated (D2, D4, D6, D8 and D10) vs undifferentiated cells (D0). Data represents means of three different experiments ± SEM, a,b,c,e,fP < 0.001 
vs undifferentiated HT-29 cells (D0), d,gP < 0.01 vs D0. CRF2: Corticotropin releasing factor receptor 2.
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to flotillin in LR: 5.7 and 3.5 respectively) as well as in 
fractions 5 to 8. No differences in protein expression 
for E-cadherin was observed in fractions 9 to 12 while 
there was a slight decrease of p120ctn. The expression 
of TJ proteins (ZO-1, claudins, occludins…) had also 
been investigated in these gradients: their expression 
was restricted to fractions 9-12 and no modifications 
were observed in the different conditions studied (data 
not shown). 

Interestingly, the recruitment of E-cadherin and 
p120ctn in LR after 5 h of treatment with Ucn3 co-
rrelated with the re-expression of AJ proteins at cell-
cell contacts and the restoration of permeability 
efficiency. Taken together these results argue for a 
role of CRF2 signaling in the disorganization of AJ 
in early differentiated HT-29 cells which is probably 
responsible for the damage of para- and trans- cellular 
permeability. 

CRF2 signaling delays colonic cell differentiation
Since Caco-2 cells differentiate spontaneously into 
enterocyte-like cells after reaching confluence, we used 
these cells to evaluate the effect of CRF2 signaling 
on IEC differentiation[43]. At 21 d post-confluence, 
Caco-2 cells are maximally differentiated into mature 
absorptive epithelial cells, both phenotypically and 
functionally. They form a polarized monolayer of cells 
that: express microvilli at their apical pole, contain 
digestive enzymes (such as disaccharidases or 
peptidases) and establish intercellular contacts with 
both mature AJ and TJ[44-46]. Therefore they constitute 
a good model for observation of passive para-cellular 
permeability[47] and analysis of IEC differentiation. 
Prior to exploring the effect of CRF2 signaling on 
cell differentiation we first checked the regulation of 
cell permeability by Ucn3 in differentiated Caco-2 
cells (Figure 4A and B). Regarding the trans-cellular 
permeability, we found that as for HT-29 cells, the 
diffusion of dextran-FITC was stable during the time 
course of the experiment in untreated cells. However 
the barrier formed by Caco-2 cells was more stringent 
since a lesser intake of dextran-FITC is observed 
compare to HT-29 cells in the same conditions. Treat-
ment with Ucn3 induced a 35-fold increase in the intake 
of dextran-FITC at 30 min indicating that CRF2 signaling 
could increase the trans-cellular permeability (Figure 
4A, two-way ANOVA, P < 0.001). Compared to HT-29 
cells, in absence of Ucn3, TEER is also higher in Caco-2 
cells suggesting more efficient intercellular complexes. 
However, unlike HT-29 cells, Ucn3 treatment induced 
a transient decrease of TEER after 120 min that was 
not completely reverted within 300 min (Figure 4B). 
Nevertheless, A2b treatment totally abolished the 
Ucn3-mediated decrease of TEER confirming that CRF2 
signaling alters intercellular junctions even in more 
differentiated epithelial cells such as Caco-2 cells. To 
confirm this hypothesis we examined the distribution 
of intercellular junction proteins by confocal microscopy 
(Figure 4C). We found that in 21-d differentiated Caco-2 
cells, E-cadherin (AJ marker), occludin and ZO-1 (TJ 
markers) labeling was mostly at the cell membrane, at 
intercellular contacts. Following Ucn3 treatment (100 
nmol/L, 2 h), the membrane labeling became punctuate 
and sometimes disappeared (occludin) whereas 
cytoplasmic labeling increased (E-cadherin and ZO-1).

Among the criteria of epithelial differentiation, 

Figure 2  Corticotropin releasing factor receptor 2 signaling increases 
trans-epithelial permeability in early-differentiated HT-29 cells. A: The 
trans-cellular flux of dextran-FITC (4 kDa) was measured by spectrofluorimetry. 
HT-29 cells were cultured during 10 d in Gal medium. After 5 h treatment or not 
(untreated cells) with 100 nmol/L Ucn3, dextran-FITC was added at the apical 
compartment. Then the green fluorescence incorporated in the cell monolayer 
was measured after 10, 20, and 30 min. The release of fluorescence in the 
basal compartment is associated to trans-cellular permeability. Ucn3 treatment 
seems to increase transcellular transport in early-differentiated HT-29 cells. 
Two-way ANOVA, P < 0.01; B: Phase contrast analysis of early differentiated 
HT-29 cells exposed or not to Ucn3 (100 nmol/L). (Scale bar: 25 µm). Red 
arrows indicate the formation of refractile structures inside the epithelial 
monolayer; C: Confocal imaging from basal to apical poles of phaloidin-TRITC 
labeling (upper panel) and Differential Interference Contrast (lower panel) of 
early-differentiated HT-29 cells treated 2 h with 100 nmol/L Ucn3 (Scale bar: 10 
µm). White arrows indicate refractile structures as observed before by phase 
contrast microscopy, while yellow arrows show alterations in cell-cell contacts. 
Acquisitions were performed on a Leica TCS SPE confocal microscope 
(objective × 100).
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cell polarization and changes in gene expression are 
mostly reported. It has been previously described that 
intercellular complexes constitute a signaling platform 
involved in the regulation of cell differentiation 
by activating transcription factors responsible for 
cell growth arrest and differentiation marker ex-
pression[8,9,48,49]. Various transcription factors have 
been identified as regulators of IEC differentiation 
such as Cdx2, HNF4, GATA4 or Sox9. We focused 
our experiment on the Krüppel-like factor 4 (KLF4), 
a zinc-finger transcription factor that regulates a 
range of biological processes, including cell growth, 
differentiation and tumorigenesis[50,51]. Furthermore, 
KLF4 expression appears to be antagonist of CRF2 
expression in normal intestinal epithelium as well as in 
CRC. Indeed, in normal intestine, expression of KLF4 

is associated with the terminally differentiated state of 
epithelial cells near the luminal surface and of goblet 
cells in the crypts, whereas KLF4 is down-regulated 
in CRC[52-54]. It has also been shown to regulate IEC 
morphology and polarity and has been identified as a 
tumor suppressor[53,55-57]. To determine whether in vitro 
model of differentiation recapitulate the pattern of KLF4 
expression suggesting a role in cell differentiation, we 
analyzed KLF4 mRNA and protein levels at different 
time points during 21 d of culture of Caco-2 cells (Figure 
5A and B) or 10 d of culture of HT-29 cells (Figure 
5C and D). KLF4 mRNA transcript levels increased 
according to the kinetic of differentiation and the 
maximal level of KLF4 mRNA transcript was detected 
at 21 d (2 fold increase compared to day 0) in Caco-2 
cells and 10 d (3 fold increase compared to day 0) in 

Figure 3  Corticotropin releasing factor receptor 2 signaling alters intercellular junction organization and increases para-cellular permeability in early-
differentiated HT-29 cells. A: Early-differentiated HT-29 cells were pre-incubated with or without A2b (1 µmol/L) overnight before addition or not of Ucn3 (100 nmol/L). 
Intercellular junction integrity was evaluated by measuring transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER). Values are means of 5 different experiments ± SEM. a,dP < 0.05 
vs the three other groups, bP < 0.01 vs the three other groups and cP < 0.001 vs the three other groups; B: Early differentiated HT-29 cells were treated or not with 100 
nmol/L Ucn3 before immunostaining for E-cadherin (left panels) and p120ctn (right panels). Bar is 5 µm. Images were acquired by confocal microscopy on a LEICA 
TCS/SPE (objective × 100). Ucn3 treatment induces a time-dependent alteration of AJ protein localization; C: AJ proteins are associated with Flotillin-1 enriched LR 
during HT-29 cell differentiation. Lysates from undifferentiated or early-differentiated HT-29 cells (10 d, D10) exposed or not to 100 nmol/L Ucn3 were fractionated 
using a sucrose gradient. The presence of LR was assessed by western blot against Flotillin-1. Western blot analysis of Flotillin-1, E-cadherin and p120ctn protein 
levels in LR under previously described conditions.
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HT-29 cells. However the basal level of KLF4 mRNA 
transcripts was greater in Caco-2 cells compared to 
HT-29 cells. We then analyzed the effect of Ucn3 on 
KLF4 mRNA transcripts in 21 d differentiated Caco-2 
cells or 10 d differentiated HT-29 cells either exposed 
for 5 h at 100 nmol/L Ucn3 (acute treatment) or each 
day of differentiation with 100 nmol/L Ucn3 (chronic 
treatment). As shown in Figure 5A and C, Ucn3 com-
pletely abolished the differentiation mediated up-

regulation of KLF4 mRNA transcripts following acute or 
chronic treatment. Regarding KLF4 protein levels, we 
found that KLF4 protein expression increased according 
to the kinetic of differentiation (Figure 5B and C); the 
maximal level of KLF4 protein was detected at 21 d of 
culture for Caco-2 cells (4.5 fold increase compared 
to day 0) and 10 d of culture for HT-29 cells (2 fold 
increase compared to day 0). Furthermore, in Caco-2 
cells, Ucn3 reduced KLF4 protein enrichment at day 
21 by 30% following acute treatment and totally 
abolished KLF4 protein enrichment following chronic 
treatment (Figure 5B). In HT-29 cells, Ucn3 totally 
abolished KLF4 protein enrichment at day 10 following 
acute and chronic treatments (Figure 5D).

Regulation of intestinal transcription factors has 
been correlated with the expression of several markers 
of mature epithelium at both the mRNA and protein 
levels. We previously observed that CRF2 expression 
is inversely correlated with villin during HT-29 cell 
differentiation (Figure 1E). We next tested the effect 
of CRF2 signaling on other characteristic markers 
of differentiated enterocytes, including dipeptidyl 
peptidase 4 (DPPIV) and the brush border enzyme 
AP. At the transcriptional level, we found that DPPIV 
and AP mRNA transcript levels increased according to 
the kinetic of differentiation of the both cell lines. The 
maximal level of DPPIV and AP mRNA transcript was 
detected at 21 d in Caco-2 cells (respectively: 10 fold 
and 6 fold increase compared to day 0) (Figure 6A, 
left panel). In HT-29 cells, the maximal level of DPPIV 
and AP mRNA transcripts was detected at 10 d (2 fold 
increase compared to day 0 for each transcripts) (Figure 
6A, right panel). In Caco-2 cells, Ucn3 reduced DPPIV 
mRNA enrichment at day 21 by 50% following acute 
treatment and totally following chronic treatment. 
Acute treatment has very little effect on AP mRNA 
transcripts while chronic treatment reduced by 40% 
the level of AP mRNA transcripts. Once more, Ucn3 
completely abolished the differentiation-mediated 
up-regulation of DPPIV and AP mRNA transcripts 
following acute or chronic treatment in HT-29 cells 
(Figure 6A, right panel). We next analyzed the effect 
of CRF2 signaling at the protein level in Caco-2 cells. 
We observed a marked increase of DPPIV protein 
expression, which coincided, with the kinetic of Caco-2 
differentiation with a maximum at 21 d (6 fold increase 
compared to day 0) (Figure 6B). The expression of 
DPPIV protein in 21 d differentiated Caco-2 cells was 
highly inhibited with both acute (56%) and chronic 
(71%) exposure to Ucn3. Additionally, we looked at 
the specific enzymatic activities of DPPIV and AP. In 
line with the increase of DPPIV protein expression, we 
found an increase in the specific enzymatic activities of 
both DPPIV and AP during the time course of Caco-2 
cell differentiation (Figure 6C and D). However, we 
observed that only chronic exposure to Ucn3 reduced 
both enzyme activities to their day 0 level, whereas 
acute treatment with Ucn3 had only a little effect on 

Figure 4  Corticotropin releasing factor receptor 2 signaling increases 
para-cellular permeability and alteration of adherens junctions and tight 
junctions in spontaneously differentiated Caco-2 cells. A: The trans-cellular 
flux of dextran-FITC (4 kDa) was measured by spectrofluorimetry. Caco-2 cells 
were cultured 21 d after they reached confluence. After 5 h treatment or not 
(untreated cells) with 100 nmol/L Ucn3, dextran-FITC was added at the apical 
compartment. Then the green fluorescence incorporated in the cell monolayer 
was measured after 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 min. The release of fluorescence in the 
basal compartment is associated to trans-cellular permeability. Ucn3 treatment 
seems to increase transcellular transport in well-differentiated Caco-2 cells. 
Two-way ANOVA, P < 0.001. B: Twenty-one days differentiated Caco-2 cells 
were pre-incubated with or without A2b (1 µmol/L) overnight before addition 
or not of Ucn3 (100 nmol/L). Intercellular junction integrity was evaluated by 
measuring transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER). Values are means of 5 
different experiments ± SEM. aP < 0.05 vs the three other groups, fP < 0.01 vs 
the three other groups and b,c,d,eP < 0.001 vs the three other groups; C: Twenty-
one days differentiated Caco-2 cells were treated or not with 100 nmol/L Ucn3 
before immunostaining for E-cadherin (upper panels), occludin (middle panels) 
and ZO-1 (lower panels). Bar is 20 µm. Images were acquired by confocal 
microscopy on a LEICA TCS/SPE (objective × 100). Ucn3 treatment induces a 
time-dependent alteration of AJ and TJ protein localization. 
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AP activity (Figure 6D, right panel).
Taken together these data indicate that CRF2 

signaling may regulate IEC differentiation by modulating 
the expression of transcriptional factors involved in the 
regulation of characteristic markers of differentiated 
enterocytes.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we showed for the first time that CRF2 
signaling might delay enterocyte differentiation either by 

affecting intercellular complexes but also by regulating 
gene and protein expression. 

CRF2 expression in IEC and CRC cells
The CRFergic system is a central element of stress 
response. The expression and regulation of CRF2 
have been mainly described at the level of the enteric 
nervous system (ENS), the enteric blood vessels and 
the immune cells of the mucosa[58]. Nevertheless, 
studies have demonstrated its expression in the IEC, 
particularly those localized in the upper region of the 

Figure 5  Down-regulation of KLF4 mRNA and protein expression following corticotropin releasing factor receptor 2 signaling. A: Detection of KLF4 mRNA 
expression by RT-PCR during the kinetic of Caco-2 cell differentiation and after acute (5 h) or chronic (every day) exposure to 100 nmol/L Ucn3 of 21 d differentiated 
cells. GAPDH served as a housekeeping control. Quantification of KLF4 mRNA from RT-PCR assays (lower panel). Data were expressed as fold increase of KLF4/
GAPDH mRNA levels of differentiated (D7, D15, D21) vs undifferentiated cells (D0). Data represents means of three different experiments ± SEM. a,bP < 0.001 vs 
undifferentiated Caco-2 cells (D0); cP < 0.001 vs differentiated Caco-2 cells (D21). B: Detection of KLF4 protein expression by western blot during the kinetic of 
Caco-2 cell differentiation and after acute (5 h) or chronic (every day) exposure to 100 nmol/L Ucn3 of 21 d differentiated cells. Actin served as a loading control. 
Lower panel: Quantification of KLF4 protein levels from western blot analyses. Data were expressed as fold increase of KLF4/actin protein levels of differentiated (D7, 
D15, D21) vs undifferentiated cells (D0). Data represents means of three different experiments ± SEM. a,bP < 0.001 vs undifferentiated Caco-2 cells (D0); c,dP < 0.001 
vs differentiated Caco-2 cells (D21). C: Detection of KLF4 mRNA expression by RT-PCR during the kinetic of HT-29 cell differentiation and after acute (5 h) or chronic 
(every day) exposure to 100 nmol/L Ucn3 of 10 d differentiated cells. GAPDH served as a housekeeping control. Quantification of KLF4 mRNA from RT-PCR assays 
(lower panel). Data were expressed as fold increase of KLF4/GAPDH mRNA levels of differentiated (D6 and D10) vs undifferentiated cells (D0). Data represents 
means of three different experiments ± SEM. Data represents means of three different experiments ± SEM. aP < 0.001 vs undifferentiated HT-29 cells (D0); bP < 0.05 
vs early differentiated HT-29 cells (D10), cP < 0.01 vs D10. D: Detection of KLF4 protein expression by western blot during the kinetic of HT-29 cell differentiation and 
after acute (5 h) or chronic (every day) exposure to 100 nmol/L Ucn3 of 10 d differentiated cells. Actin served as a loading control. Lower panel: Quantification of KLF4 
protein levels from western blot analyses. Data were expressed as fold increase of KLF4/actin protein levels of differentiated (D6 and D10) vs undifferentiated cells (D0). 
Data represents means of three different experiments ± SEM. aP < 0.001 vs undifferentiated HT-29 cells (D0); b,cP < 0.001 vs early differentiated HT-29 cells (D10).
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Figure 6  Corticotropin releasing factor receptor 2 signaling alters expression of characteristic markers of enterocyte differentiation. A: Right panel: 
Detection of DPPIV and AP mRNA expression by RT-PCR during the kinetic of Caco-2 cell differentiation and after acute (5 h) or chronic (every day) exposure to 
100 nmol/L Ucn3 of 21 d differentiated cells. GAPDH served as a housekeeping control. Quantification of KLF4 and AP mRNA from RT-PCR assays (lower panel). 
Data were expressed as fold increase of KLF4 or AP/GAPDH mRNA levels of differentiated (D7, D15, D21) vs undifferentiated cells (D0). Data represents means of 
three different experiments ± SEM. a,cP < 0.01 vs undifferentiated Caco-2 cells (D0), d,eP < 0.001 vs D0, bP < 0.05 vs differentiated Caco-2 cells (D21), fP < 0.01 vs 
D21, gP < 0.001 vs D21; Note that normality of distribution was not respected for DPPIV PCR. Left panel: Detection of DPPIV and AP mRNA expression by RT-PCR 
during the kinetic of HT-29 cell differentiation and after acute (5 h) or chronic (every day) exposure to 100 nmol/L Ucn3 of 10 d differentiated cells. GAPDH served as 
a housekeeping control. Quantification of DPPIV and AP mRNA from RT-PCR assays (lower panel). Data were expressed as fold increase of DPPIV and AP/GAPDH 
mRNA levels of differentiated (D6 and D10) vs undifferentiated cells (D0). Data represents means of three different experiments ± SEM. Data represents means of 
three different experiments ± SEM. a,dP < 0.01 vs undifferentiated HT-29 cells (D0); bP < 0.01 vs early differentiated HT-29 cells (D10), c,e,fP < 0.001 vs D10; B: Left 
panel: Detection of DPPIV protein expression by western blot during the kinetic of Caco-2 cell differentiation and after acute (5 h) or chronic (every day) exposure to 
100 nmol/L Ucn3 of 21 d differentiated cells. Actin served as a loading control. Right panel: Quantification of DPPIV protein levels from western blot analysis. Data 
were expressed as fold increase of DPPIV/actin protein levels of differentiated (D7, D15, D21) vs undifferentiated cells (D0). Data represents means of three different 
experiments ± SEM. aP < 0.01 vs undifferentiated Caco-2 cells (D0), b,cP < 0.001 vs D0, dP < 0.01 vs differentiated Caco-2 cells (D21), eP < 0.001 vs D21. C and D: 
Detection of DPPIV (C) and AP (D) enzymatic activities during the kinetic of Caco-2 cell differentiation and after acute (5 h) or chronic (every day) exposure to 100 
nmol/L Ucn3 of 21 d differentiated cells. Data were expressed as fold increase of enzymatic activities of differentiated (D7, D15, D21) vs undifferentiated cells (D0). 
Data represents means of three different experiments ± SEM. For C: a,bP < 0.001 vs undifferentiated Caco-2 cells (D0); cP < 0.01 vs differentiated Caco-2 cells (D21). 
For D: aP < 0.05 vs undifferentiated Caco-2 cells (D0), b,cP < 0.001 vs D0, dP < 0.05 vs differentiated Caco-2 cells (D21) and eP < 0.001 vs D21.
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crypts in the colon[59]. However, the CRF2 receptor 
localization remains unclear. The receptor may have 
either apical[59] or basolateral location[60]. Our confocal 
microscopy experiments, carried out on tissue sections 
but also on carcinoma cell lines, are in favor of a dis-
tribution of CRF2 at the basal membrane of IEC in the 
colon of Sprague Dawley rats and at the baso-lateral 
membrane of early differentiated HT-29 cells (data 
not shown) supporting the hypothesis of a localization 
of CRF2 oriented to the mucosa. Such localization of 
CRF2 could allow: (1) paracrine stimulation by the 
ENS or by ligands produced by the immune cells; and 
(2) autocrine stimulation by ligands produced by IEC 
themselves.

The role of the components of the CRF system 
in cancer is correlated with their level of expression 
and also with their cellular distribution. Indeed, CRF 
components are expressed and secreted by various 
cancer cells but the cytoplasmic distribution of CRF2 
observed in de-differentiated or metastatic tumors 
was associated with diseases at a more advanced 
stage[61-63]. Accordingly, our results describe aberrant 
expression of CRF2 and ligands in both CRC tumors 
and cell lines, depending on their grade and/or 
differentiation status suggesting a role for CRF2 in the 
loss of cellular organization and tumor progression[25]. 

Role of CRF2 signaling in epithelial permeability
Stress causes disruption of intestinal epithelial barrier 
homeostasis, leading to worsening of GI disorders 
such as IBD and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)[18,64,65]. 
Changes in intestinal mucosa permeability have 
been attributed to an alteration of junctional mole-
cules, whose expression is affected by the actively 
inflamed status in IBD or IBS patients, in particular 
the expression of ZO-1, occludin, E-cadherin and 
desmoglein-2[66]. To understand the role of the 
CRFergic system in the regulation of intestinal home-
ostasis, approaches have been developed based 
either on the inhibition of ligands or the inhibition of 
receptors, via genetic or pharmacological extinction 
or via administration of peripheral CRF or various 
CRF antagonists[19,67-72]. Stress-induced modulation 
of colonic permeability seems to be either CRF1- or 
CRF2- dependent. This modulation has been attributed 
to eosinophils or ENS-derived CRF which activate mast 
cells that in turn induce TNFα and protease release 
as well as finally disruption of TJ[73-75]. Therefore, 
very few studies have investigated the activation of 
CRF2 in IEC, whose expression is increased under 
inflammatory conditions in patients with IBD[60,76] or 
under stressful conditions (personal data). Our results 
show that the increase in intestinal permeability 
induced by Ucn3 is due to CRF2 signaling since the 
effect was abolished by a pre-treatment with Astressin 
2B, a CRF2 antagonist. The increase in both para- 
and trans-cellular permeabilities is correlated with an 
alteration of intercellular adhesion complexes such 

as AJ and TJ in more differentiated cells. Indeed, 
CRF2 signaling modifies the membrane distribution 
of AJ and TJ proteins. According to the increase of 
both E-cadherin and p120ctn in LR of HT-29 cells 
during their early differentiation (from day 0 to 10) 
our data are consistent with the previously described 
role of LR in intercellular complex maturation[6,7]. 
Treatment of these cells with Ucn3 (2 h) induced a 
decrease of E-cadherin and p120ctn in LR. These 
changes coincide with the decrease in TEER observed 
in differentiated HT-29 cells after 2 h of treatment 
with Ucn3, suggesting that the disorganization of AJ 
following activation of CRF2 could be responsible for an 
increase in intestinal permeability. Such alterations in 
the distribution of proteins of intercellular junctions are 
found in inflammatory models. Indeed, the presence of 
TJ proteins is decreased in LR of IEC of rats subjected 
to TNBS-induced colitis[77]. The stimulation of CRF2 
could promote the activation of Src, a kinase that is 
strongly involved in the regulation of AJ[25]. Src kinase 
allows insertion of AJ by phosphorylation of PI3K[78]. 
Conversely, if AJ are already in place, phosphorylation 
of Src leads to AJ destabilization[79] by phosphorylation 
of p120ctn[80], leading to endocytosis of E-Cadherin 
which will then be ubiquitinylated and degraded by the 
proteasome[81]. These elements are consistent with 
the disappearance of p120ctn and E-cadherin from 
LR under Ucn3 treatment (2 h). At 5 h of treatment 
with Ucn3, the expression profile of E-cadherin and 
p120ctn in the different fractions of the gradient is 
intermediate between that of the undifferentiated cells 
(D0) vs the differentiated cells (D10). We suppose 
that there is a membrane enrichment of E-cadherin 
that could result from more active recycling, restoring 
the AJ. Furthermore, the increase in the expression of 
E-cadherin and p120ctn in fractions 5-6 and 7-8 could 
illustrate newly formed junctions whose maturation 
state is intermediate between untreated HT-29 cells 
at D0 and D10. These results are also consistent with 
the partial return of TEER to the level of HT-29 cells 
treated with Ucn3.

The phenomena of pinocytosis and autophagy 
involved in the internalization of the extracellular apical 
medium, forming the vacuoles, could correspond 
to the refringent zone observed in phase contrast 
microscopy. These results are consistent with the 
increase in HRP flux observed in different stress models 
in animals[69,82,83]. The appearance of intracellular 
vacuoles in the monolayer of differentiated HT-29 
cells treated with Ucn3 could also contribute to the 
increase in permeability. Furthermore, the persistence 
of these structures after 5 h of treatment with Ucn3 
while E-cadherin molecules accumulate in LR suggests 
that independent mechanisms could contribute to 
the increase in permeability. A similar phenotype 
was observed in presence of forskolin, an activator of 
adenylate cyclase (data not shown). This suggests that 
AMPc production is involved in this mechanism. CRF2 
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activation in IEC could also lead to an AMPc-mediated 
increase in trans-cellular permeability. 

Regulation of enterocytic differentiation by CRF2 
Gland atrophy and mucin depletion have been 
observed during chronic colitis[84,85]. Knowing the 
protective function of mucins in the epithelial barrier, 
it seems likely that in response to the inflammation 
induced by crypt epithelial damage and ulceration, 
the epithelium responds by increasing proliferation 
and thus, reducing differentiation[86]. Estienne et al[34] 
showed that activation of CRF1 and CRF2 induced by 
MD markedly induce alterations in the differentiation of 
IEC resulting in a hyperplasia of enteroendocrine cells 
and depletion of Paneth and Goblet cells, which may 
lead to the development of an epithelial barrier defect. 
The decrease does not exceed the duration of the cell 
population renewal of the epithelium suggesting that 
in order to induce a long-term effect, CRF signaling 
must affect stem cells. Analyzing various characteristic 
markers of IEC differentiation, we demonstrate that 
CRF2 signaling could also affect enterocyte-like 
differentiation of human adenocarcinoma cell lines. AJ-
mediated signaling is linked to activation of Wnt, PI3K/
Akt and FGF pathways that are particularly important 
in intestinal cell proliferation and differentiation[87-89]. 
Recurrent alteration of AJ may decrease the acti-
vation of the signaling pathways necessary for the 
progression of enterocyte differentiation. Indeed, 
chronic administration of Ucn3 during differentiation 
delays the increase in DPPIV and PA activity found 
in differentiated Caco-2 cells. Regulation of DPPIV 
activity is correlated with a down-regulation of DPPIV 
protein expression following Ucn3 exposure. As it 
might be expected, the exposure to chronic Ucn3 
compared to a single exposure (acute stress) has 
more severe consequences on enzyme activities. In 
vivo, the alteration generated by an acute stress does 
not exceed 5 d or the time of the cellular renewal of 
the intestinal epithelium. In these experiments, the 
colonic epithelial barrier is morphologically altered, 
the expression of mRNAs coding for the TJ proteins 
is reduced and the differentiation of the colon cells 
is modified[68]. The use of chronic stress (5-10 d of 
repeated exposure to stressors) is thought to reflect 
more accurately the daily stressors of humans. Indeed, 
the exposure to chronic water avoidance stress (WAS) 
leads to enhanced ultrastructural abnormalities in the 
epithelium, characterized by reduced crypt length 
(caused by increased apoptosis) and increased cell 
proliferation, in an attempt to replace damaged cells 
and decrease cell differentiation. The presence of 
undifferentiated cells within the epithelium may be 
responsible for the lackiness of the epithelial barrier[90]. 

Another way by which Ucn3 could affect enterocyte 
differentiation is by modulating ECM proteins. Indeed, 
we found that exposure of HT-29 cells to Ucn3 induced 
remodeling of ECM components by regulating both 

metalloprotease secretion and laminin 332 deposit 
([25] and unpublished data). The role of ECM in the 
reinforcement of E-cadherin-dependent signaling 
has been previously described in Caco-2 cells[91]. 
Activation of integrins, which occurs after Caco-2 
cells are cultured on complex ECM stimulates the 
expression of apolipoprotein A IV, a marker of IEC 
differentiation. Similarly, laminin 111 isoform induces 
the expression of the sucrase-isomaltase in Caco-2 
cells, together with the nuclear shuttling of nucleolin, 
a transcriptional regulator[92]. This process requires 
the activation of the p38/MAPK signaling pathway, a 
cascade known to activate the Caudal type homeobox 
2 (Cdx2) protein, a key intestinal transcription factor 
involved in intestinal epithelial differentiation[93]. In 
contrast, laminin 332 expression is more associated 
with inflammation processes such as the restitution of 
inflamed epithelium but also tumor invasion[94]. 

KLF4 is a zinc finger transcription factor enriched 
in the intestinal epithelium[95]. Based on in situ and 
immunohistochemical experiments, KLF4 localizes 
to the upper region of the colonic crypt and the villi 
of small intestine, its expression increases during 
differentiation along the crypt-villus axis and during 
intestinal cell maturation in vitro of either the 
absorptive or the goblet cell lineage[54]. Furthermore, 
KLF4 is down-regulated in CRC and has been proposed 
as a tumor suppressor[53,56,73,96-99]. KLF4 exhibits an 
expression pattern similar to APC, a negative regulator 
of the Wnt pathway[100]. We confirmed an increased 
expression of KLF4 in colonic tumor epithelial cells 
during their differentiation at both transcriptional 
and post-transcriptional levels. However, we found 
that CRF2 activation by Ucn3 decreases the mRNA 
and protein expression of KLF4 in differentiated 
HT-29 and Caco-2 cells, suggesting that stress may 
regulate intestinal homeostasis by controlling trans-
cription factor expression. Along these lines, it has 
been demonstrated that WAS reduces goblet cell 
number and mucin 2 synthesis via decreased Cdx2 
expression[101]. Since KLF4 expression is dependent 
of Cdx2 in human colon cancer cells, our findings are 
consistent with these reports[73]. KLF4 regulates both 
differentiation and growth which is likely fundamental 
for maintenance of intestinal homeostasis and for its 
tumor suppressor activity[102]. In this regard, KLF4 
transcriptional targets are involved in cell differentia-
tion such as genes coding for laminin 111, AP and 
villin[103,104]. The Ucn3-mediated down-regulation of 
KLF4 in differentiated Caco-2 cells may result in the 
decrease of DPPIV and AP activities. The mechanism 
by which CRF2 activation regulates intestinal home-
ostasis remains unknown. Many observations are 
in favor of an indirect effect of CRF2 action on KLF4 
expression: (1) KLF4 expression increases during the 
process of cell differentiation whereas CRF2 expression 
decreases; (2) KLF4 expression is transcriptionally 
regulated during cell differentiation in both cell lines; 
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and (3) KLF4 expression is increased with the establish-
ment of mature intercellular junctions. One possible 
mechanism is that by dissociating intercellular junc-
tions Ucn3-mediated activation of CRF2 signaling 
could indirectly regulate KLF4 expression at both 
transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels. Indeed, 
we have found that CRF2 signaling induces an alteration 
of AJ, a process associated with the delocalization of AJ 
proteins. Release of β-ctn from AJ complexes leads to 
the transcriptional activity of β-ctn/Tcf signaling which 
plays a crucial role in homeostasis and transformation 
of the intestinal mucosa[10,105]. Furthermore, it has been 
proposed that elevated β-ctn/Tcf signaling reduces 
levels of KLF4[54]. We observed that Ucn3-mediated cell 
dissociation is associated with nuclear translocation of 
β-ctn (data not shown). The decrease in expression 
of KLF4 following activation of CRF2 could therefore 
induce: (1) an increase in proliferation; (2) an altered 
intestinal epithelial differentiation; (3) a loss of mucus 
cells causing a large decrease in mucus and thus leading 
to mechanical (by chyme) and chemical (by digestive 
juices) changes in the epithelium; (4) an impairment of 
the release of defenses promoting bacterial proliferation; 
and (5) an epithelio-mesenchymal transition at the 
origin of tumor development.

In conclusion, we showed that CRF2 signaling 
induces alterations in both the epithelium permeability 
and the differentiation of colonic carcinoma cell lines. 
To our knowledge, this is the first report showing 
that CRF2 signaling modifies the enterocyte-like 
differentiation process. On one hand, by altering the 
differentiation of enterocyte cells, stress could lead 
to the development of epithelial barrier defects and 
alterations of mucosal function, contributing to the 
enhancement of GI disorders. On the other hand, 
by altering the differentiation status of cancer cells, 
stress may contribute to tumor development. CRF2 
could therefore play a role in tumor progression by 
loss of cellular contacts, increased cell permeability and 
decreased KLF4 expression.
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COMMENTS
Background
In the last decade, the influence of stress (psychological and environmental) 
on pathogenesis received increased awareness. This is particularly true for 
gastrointestinal (GI) disorders occurring in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) 
and colorectal cancers (CRC). In human as well as in animal models, stress 
has been described to alter intestinal barrier integrity and function. Furthermore 
stress neuromediators, such as urocortins (Ucn 2/3) and their receptor 
the Corticotropin Releasing Factor 2 (CRF2) were upregulated in poorly 
differentiated CRC and promote metastatic potential through an epithelial-

mesenchymal transition-like process. These observations led us to investigate 
the role of CRF2 signaling in the modulation of epithelial permeability and 
enterocyte-like cell differentiation.

Research frontiers
Patients with IBD often suffer from intestinal inflammatory flares that favor the 
development of colitis associated cancer. Stress could favor the development 
and/or aggravation of GI disorders by inducing flares. However the mechanisms 
involved in this process are still poorly understood, but are mainly associated 
with epithelial barrier dysfunction. 

Innovations and breakthroughs
The authors’ results reinforce the role of stress in the development and/or 
aggravation of GI disorders. While stress has been described to modulate 
the fate of secretory epithelial cells, its role on enterocyte differentiation 
remains unknown. New findings from our work indicate that: (1) CRF2 
protein is preferentially expressed in undifferentiated epithelial cells from the 
crypts of colon and in human cell lines; (2) Ucn3-mediated CRF2 signaling 
alters enterocyte differentiation by down-regulating KLF4 transcription factor 
expression; (3) this effect relies on alterations of cell permeability and cellular 
adhesion junctions; and (4) the effect on cell differentiation is greater following 
chronic exposure to Ucn3 rather than acute exposure. The impact of stress on 
enterocyte differentiation may contribute to barrier dysfunction and development 
of GI disorders.

Applications
To our knowledge, this is the first report showing that CRF2 signaling modifies 
the enterocyte-like differentiation process. On one hand, by altering the 
differentiation of enterocyte cells, stress could lead to the development of 
epithelial barrier defects and alterations of mucosal function, contributing to 
the enhancement of GI disorders. On the other hand, stress-induced loss of 
cellular differentiation favors tumor initiation and progression. Thus a better 
understanding of the underlying mechanisms associated with stress will 
propose new therapeutic targets.

Terminology
The CRFergic system is a central element of the stress response constituted 
of specific stress neuromediators, such as corticotropin releasing factor or its 
analogs urocortins (Ucn 1, 2 and 3) and their receptors CRF1 and CRF2.

Peer-review
This manuscript demonstrated that Ucn3-induced CRF2 signaling could 
modulate intestinal epithelial cell differentiation and epithelial cell permeability. 
The authors found CRF2 was associated with a poor differentiated status of 
IEC. Then, they proved CRF2 signaling altered the trans- and para-cellular 
permeability, and delayed colonic cell differentiation. In general, the work would 
be potentially useful to reveal the roles of CRF2 signaling in tumor progression.
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